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Introduction                                  
 
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife gave a grant to the City of Carlsbad to 
monitor local wildlife corridors that connect different parts of preserved lands within the 
City. The goal was to find out how well animals were moving through “pinch points,” or 
constricted areas, between open spaces, and see if the corridors could be improved. 
The Center for Natural Lands Management, a nonprofit organization that specializes in 
overseeing natural lands and open spaces, manages the open space preserves owned 
by the City. Under this grant, the Center for Natural Lands Management selected a 
group of corridors to survey. Not included in that group of corridors was a fragmented 
corridor connecting Preserve Calavera to the Buena Vista Creek Ecological Reserve. 
The fragmented corridor runs roughly east-west from east of College Boulevard to 
Carlsbad Village Drive utilizing a combination of public trails and conserved land known 
as Calavera Hills/Robertson Ranch, which is managed by the Center for Natural Lands 
Management. 
 

Project Description  
 
Preserve Calavera contracted with the San Diego Tracking Team to survey this corridor 
from September of  2014 to March of 2015 in order to document which wildlife species 
were using it within the timeframe of the grant from the California Department of Fish 
and Wildlife. While Preserve Calavera has an active tracking team conducting regular 
surveys in several of the Carlsbad open space preserves, they felt an objective 
investigation by a tracking team outside of the Carlsbad area was desirable for this 
purpose. Even though members of the Preserve Calavera regional tracking team are 
also considered members of the San Diego Tracking Team, which is the umbrella 
organization, and the data collected by the Preserve Calavera Tracking Team are 
entered into and maintained within the San Diego Tracking Team’s database, none of 
the active Preserve Calavera trackers took part in this survey. 

Project Location 
 
The majority of the survey was conducted on public access trails and sidewalks. Section 
1, the easternmost section, is a public trail that starts from College Boulevard and heads 
east down a steep hill to a pinch point (the terminus of that survey section). Section 2 
and 3 are located within an enclosed open space between College Boulevard on the 
east, Glasgow Drive/Harwich Drive on the west, and Carlsbad Village Drive on the 
south. The trail camera marks the division between the two sections. Section 4 is the 
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dirt sidewalk directly west of the enclosed open space, on the west side of Glasgow 
Drive/Harwich Drive. On the west side of Glasgow Drive/Harwich Drive is another 
section of enclosed open space, but the steepness of the terrain and density of the 
brush made it unsuitable for this survey. Section 5 is the dirt sidewalk on the west side 
of this steep and densely vegetated open space, the sidewalk being on the east side of 
Tamarack Avenue. Section 6 begins on the other side of Tamarack Avenue where 
Section 5 ends, following the road from the intersection of Tamarack Avenue and 
Chatham Road, then turning left (west) and going downhill on a public trail behind Hope 
Elementary School. Section 6 terminates where the Calavera Hills/Robertson Ranch 
preserve resumes and intersects the public trail. See Figure 1, below. Note: During the 
survey period, several loads of gravel were spread over parts of the public trail in 
Section 1, reducing the amount of dirt substrate available for surveying. About halfway 
through the survey period during a time of multiple rain days, parts of Section 6 adjacent 
to Tamarack Avenue became partially overgrown with weeds and groundcover. See 
Appendix B: Section Coordinates. 
 

Figure 1: Map of Survey Sections 
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Methods and Resources 
 
The survey conducted by the San Diego Tracking Team conformed, with minor 
modifications, to the San Diego Tracking Team’s survey protocol as revised in 2014 
(see Appendix A: SDTT 2014 Protocol). The protocol revisions were related to the size 
of the six sections surveyed, which was not uniform due to the layout of both the open 
space and the residential development. An initial baseline survey was conducted on 
September 19, 2014 (see Table 1). At that time, in keeping with the protocol, physical 
sign such as scat was altered in such a way as to make clear on future surveys that it 
had already been counted, since the timeframe for the deposition of the baseline sign 
was unknown. Woodrat nests were only counted in the baseline survey since surveys of 
these nests would need to be conducted over longer periods of time to reveal whether 
the nests are currently in use or are historical. The physical sign that was recorded 
during the surveys included tracks, scat, digs, sightings, and den/bed/lay/nest. Evidence 
of predation was observed in Sections 2 and 3 in the form of bones of small wild 
mammals and domestic cats, but it could not be determined with confidence what 
predator was responsible. 
 
Data were collected both by physical surveys by a minimum of two trackers on foot, and 
by use of a trail camera located on a game trail in a portion of the wildlife corridor not 
open to the public. To enhance the continuity of the survey project, the same two 
trackers conducted all of the surveys, one of whom holds a CyberTracker Track and 
Sign Level 2 certification. The trail camera is owned and maintained by the Center for 
Natural Lands Management, who graciously granted the San Diego Tracking Team 
access to the camera and its images for the duration of the survey. The data gathered 
and the images downloaded during the survey were provided to the Center for Natural 
Lands Management so the data could be included in their final grant report to the 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife and the City of Carlsbad. Surveys were 
conducted at two week intervals1, and each survey took between 3.5 and 5.5 hours to 
conduct. 
 

 
Results of physical survey  
 
As shown in Table 1, sign of coyote and raccoon was observed in all survey sections, 
with the heaviest sign detected in Sections 1, 2 and 3. Sign of bobcat and skunk were 
observed in all but one survey section; in both cases, the exception was Section 5. Also 
observed on at least one occasion was sign of roadrunner, woodrat (other than nests), 
opossum, and ringtail. Though the protocol only records presence of cottontails and 
rodents once per section and does not indicate species, we noted that sign of brush 
rabbit was detected in Section 3 (scat) and also on the trail camera located between 
Sections 2 and 3. According to Scott Tremor of the San Diego Natural History Museum, 
the brush rabbit had once all but disappeared from San Diego County, but now appears 
to be making a comeback. He has asked the tracking team to informally survey brush 
                                                 
1
 On one occasion, a survey was rescheduled from Friday to the following Monday. On another occasion, a survey 

was postponed and was not able to be rescheduled within a reasonable amount of time, so the interval between the 

last two surveys was four weeks instead of two weeks. 
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rabbits whenever possible. The survey protocol doesn’t include birds other than 
roadrunner and burrowing owl, but it was noted that both quail, mourning doves, and 
California towhees were seen in Sections 2 and 3. Ground squirrels are also active in 
this area. No sign of mule deer was found in any section during the survey period. Note: 
After ringtail was confirmed for a second time in Section 6, the survey was thereafter 
conducted in reverse, with Section 6 being surveyed first while sign was still fresh and 
Section 1 being surveyed last. The first time the survey section order was reversed, an 
unusually high number of fresh coyote scats were recorded in Section 1. Whether there 
is a connection between the time of day the trackers surveyed Section 1 and the 
amount of coyote activity in Section 1, for instance whether activity had previously 
shifted to Section 2 in response to the trackers’ presence, is an interesting speculation. 
Table 2 shows a summary of physical sign by animal and survey date. 
 

 

Table 1: Summary of physical animal sign by survey section       

  Sec 1 Sec 2 Sec 3 Sec 4 Sec 5 Sec 6 Total 

Bobcat 1 10 14 1 0 4 30 

Coyote 23 47 32 3 5 4 114 

Opossum 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 

Raccoon 11 2 1 1 1 10 26 

Ringtail 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 

Roadrunner 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 

Skunk, striped 6 18 11 2 0 4 41 

Woodrat 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
 

 

Table 2: Summary of physical animal sign by survey date         

  Bobcat Coyote Opossum Raccoon Ringtail Roadrunner 
Skunk, 
striped Woodrat 

Baseline survey,   
9-Sep-14 40 64 1 0 0 0 4 0 

3-Oct-14 8 21 0 5 0 1 8 0 

17-Oct-14 0 9 1 4 1 1 4 0 

31-Oct-14 6 5 0 3 0 0 4 0 

14-Nov-14 0 9 1 3 0 0 2 0 

28-Nov-14 1 6 0 1 0 0 2 1 

15-Dec-14 1 11 0 1 0 0 2 0 

26-Dec-14 0 9 0 0 1 0 2 0 

9-Jan-15 2 13 0 0 0 0 4 0 

23-Jan-15 0 10 0 1 1 0 3 0 

6-Feb-15 5 12 0 5 0 0 5 0 

20-Feb-15 2 7 0 0 0 0 4 0 

23-Mar-15 5 2 0 3 0 0 1 1 

Totals 30 114 2 26 3 2 41 2 
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Results from trail camera 
 
Images from the trail camera showed consistent use of the game trail on which its 
located by coyotes and bobcats. By comparing images, we were able to determine that 
at least two individual bobcats regularly use this area. Coyotes were observed to often 
travel in groups of two and three. In many instances, the animal activity count is 
particularly high due to animals traveling in both directions on the same day, moving 
from Section 2 to Section 3, and from Section 3 to Section 2. Using the time stamp on 
the images, we were able to determine that on several occasions a coyote moved from 
Section 2 to Section 3, east to west, between 8:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m., implying that he 
came from an area east of Section 2, possibly crossing College Boulevard from Section 
1 at a time when traffic is particularly heavy. It is worth noting is that College Boulevard 
has a landscaped median, which could hamper visibility for animals attempting to cross 
that road. 
 
The trail camera data shown in Table 3 represents the number of images of each 
animal during the period ending on each survey date, or approximately two weeks. On 
one occasion the camera inconsistently recorded images for a period of approximately 
eight days due to a low battery or some other mechanical cause. On several occasions, 
animals were not able to be identified in the images due to foggy conditions in the area 
at the time the camera was triggered. An SD card with the trail camera images is 
included with this report with the understanding that the images belong to the Center for 
Natural Lands Management and cannot be used for any purpose beyond this report 
without the express permission of the Center for Natural Lands Management. 
 
 

Table 3: Summary of animals on trail camera 
   Skunk, 

  Bobcat Coyote Raccoon Roadrunner striped 

Baseline survey,    
9-Sep-14 

    
  

3-Oct-14 0 8 0 0 1 

17-Oct-14 1 2 0 0 2 

31-Oct-14 0 1 0 0 0 

14-Nov-14 0 5 0 0 0 

28-Nov-14 8 9 0 0 0 

15-Dec-14 7 22 0 0 8 

26-Dec-14 2 17 0 1 1 

9-Jan-15 3 4 0 0 0 

23-Jan-15 1 19 0 0 2 

6-Feb-15 5 7 0 0 0 

20-Feb-15 2 5 0 2 0 

23-Mar-15 4 30 2 5 0 

Totals 33 129 2 8 14 
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Discussion 
 
Limitations. Conducting surveys on public trails and walkways is always a challenge. 
Variability of wildlife sign detection due to varying levels of human usage is inevitable. 
Conducting the survey on the same day each week, a weekday, was an attempt to 
avoid some of this variability, but no solution is perfect. Weather was also a factor. 
While there were few rain days during the survey period, there were numerous nights 
and mornings where coastal fog and mist overnight no doubt had a negative impact on 
the number of tracks that were identifiable by 7:30 a.m. when the surveys began. While 
the survey frequency was relatively high, the survey period covered only six months and 
two seasons, so a full range of wildlife activity that might otherwise be correlated with 
weather, rain, availability of water sources, breeding seasons, dispersal, etc. was not 
captured. Further, it’s important to remember that the fact that mule deer sign was not 
observed in the locations chosen for this survey does not in and of itself indicate that no 
movement of mule deer between the preserved lands is taking place. This is discussed 
further under Future Direction below. 
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Future Direction 
 
Location. Half of the sections were surveyed along trails, both public and game, while 
half of the sections were surveyed on trails where perpendicular animal movement was 
most likely. The survey sections were chosen after much exploration of alternatives, but 
in the future finding a way to survey within the seemingly impenetrable area between 
Section 4 and 5 could yield valuable information about animal movement. For instance, 
instead of crossing Tamarack Avenue at Chatham Road, animals could be moving north 
through a finger of the steep canyon and crossing Tamarack Avenue near Milford Place, 
which leads directly to the open space this corridor was intended to connect. This might 
explain the relatively high usage in Sections 1 through 3 compared with 4 through 5 
(though detection probability is also lower in the latter). Rights of way belonging to 
Homeowners Associations made these areas impractical for survey purposes due to the 
difficulty of obtaining right of entry permissions within a reasonable timeframe. 
 
A trail camera situated in the open space just beyond HOA property would be a 
valuable tool in further assessing this corridor. The Center for Natural Lands 
Management has indicated a willingness to accommodate camera surveys in the future. 
Maintaining a camera requires less time onsite than a physical survey, but the 
frequency of site visits is similar since many cameras need batteries and/or memory 
cards changed every 10 to 14 days, and access issues may require significant effort to 
“hike in.” Cameras may also have to be moved from their original locations if the images 
recorded indicate that the desired data isn’t being captured. Image quality can also be 
hampered by spider webs, debris, and marking behavior of wildlife. Sorting and 
classifying the captured images is a time and labor intensive element as well. 
     
Mule deer. Since mule deer movement through this corridor was of particular interest to 
Preserve Calavera, it might be informative to survey points both east and west of the 
survey area to see how close to this wildlife corridor current mule deer activity comes. 
 
Ringtail. Sign of ringtail was an unexpected find. We circulated the track photos to 
several very high level mammal trackers for confirmation (Barry Martin, founder of the 
San Diego Tracking Team, owner of Wildlife Tracking Company, and CyberTracker  
certified Track and Sign Specialist; Jim Lowery, owner of Earthskills Tracking and 
Wilderness Survival school and author of several highly respected books on mammal 
tracking). The area in which these tracks were found isn’t typical ringtail habitat, so an 
exotic release/escape explanation can’t be ruled out. Further surveys, either physical or 
by trail camera or both, to follow up on this is recommended. 
 
Road crossing pattern. While the data support a conclusion that coyotes, bobcats, 

raccoons, and skunks are likely crossing College Boulevard to move between Section 1 

and Section 2 of the survey, it would be necessary to install at least one trail camera at 

likely road crossings to confirm this. The activity is high enough that this information 

could be gathered in a relatively short period of time, perhaps in as little as two weeks. 

Two likely crossing locations were identified during the survey and could serve as the 

basis for further inquiry.  
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              San Diego Tracking Team 

              Wildlife Track and Sign Survey 
 

Protocol 
(Revised March 2014) 

 

Purpose:  The two purposes of this study are:  1) to monitor the wildlife of specified open space 

preserves and land trusts in the San Diego area through the use of periodic track and sign count 

transects and 2) to enhance environmental awareness, community involvement, and appreciation 

for local habitats by encouraging volunteer participation in the study. 

 This study will allow the determination of the following: 

 the presence or apparent absence of certain rare species and other target species 

which can reflect the health of the ecosystem; 

 substantial changes in wildlife populations over time; 

 the use of different habitats by the target species which could lead to the identification 

of critical habitat areas and corridors.  

 It is intended that the information gathered in this study will be used to identify potential 

restoration and/or mitigation opportunities for important habitats and corridors in support of local 

conservation efforts. 
 

Personnel/Training:  At least one transect leader will be present on each of the transects along 

with at least one trained volunteer (wildlife survey volunteer training or equivalent).   

 Transect leaders have: a) a minimum of 40 hours of in depth training in track recognition, 

sign recognition, animal behavior, and related tracking skills overseen by the SDTT; b) 

completed the SDTT apprentice program, and c) been approved as a transect leader by a SDTT 

Senior Tracker.  Equivalent training and/or experience may be substituted for the above training 

only with the approval of a SDTT Senior Tracker. 

The volunteers will have a minimum of 4 hours of training by the SDTT in track 

recognition, habitat recognition, documentation, and implementation of the survey protocol (or 

equivalent). 
 

Materials:  
Each transect team will need the following materials. The transect leader will bring these items 

unless other arrangements have been made. 

 map or description of the transect 

 6 - 12 inch ruler with both standard and metric increments 

 measuring tape 

 data forms & survey protocol 

 right of entry documentation 

The following materials are also recommended: 

GPS (WGS.84 dd.dddd) 

camera 

tweezers or tongs (or something for picking at scat) 

 magnifying glass or lupe (15-20X) 

calipers 

flashlight 

 field guide to animal tracks 
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Transects:  Transects are designated throughout specified open space preserves, land trusts, and 

other undeveloped lands in the San Diego area. Transects established after January 1, 2007 are 

laid out to be one kilometer in length and ten meters in width, divided into four sections of  250 

meters in length.  Ten meters in width should be interpreted as five meters on either side of the 

center of the trail wherever possible.  It is recommended that everyone remain on the trail unless 

there is a specific reason to leave the trail.  This is to minimize impact to the surrounding habitat.  

If there is a side trail, streambed, or other site with favorable tracking conditions easily visible or 

within ten meters of the trail, it should be investigated for inclusion as part of the transect.  Such 

side trails included in a transect shall constitute part of the one kilometer total transect length.  

There is no requirement that transect sections be contiguous.  *Note: Older transects were laid 

out to be approximately one mile in length, 30 feet in width, with variable length sections.  Old 

transects will not be altered to conform to the newer standards unless they undergo significant 

enough revision that they can no longer be mapped to the original sections.  Even then, they may 

not strictly conform to the newer standards. 

Tunnels and bridge underpasses that are part of transects shall be divided into three 

sections.  The tunnel or underpass itself shall be a single section, regardless of tunnel or 

underpass length.  The other two sections shall consist of the approaches on either end of the 

tunnel or bridge, and should include an arc of approximately 20 meters outward from the mouth 

of the tunnel or end of the bridge. 

Files are kept on each transect (and updated as necessary) which will include a summary 

of landmarks and distinguishing features within each transect as well as an in depth descriptions 

of the various habitats found in each transect.  Transects may be added or updated as 

circumstances allow. 

 Transects will be surveyed up to four times per year. Efforts will be made to keep the 

timing of these surveys relatively constant from year to year.  Transect leaders will decide which 

transects they would like to lead, then transect teams will be formed with trained volunteers.  

Each quarter, the transect teams will be given a period of approximately two and a half months 

during which to survey their transect(s).  Transects may be surveyed consecutively, but it is 

recommended that they be surveyed between dawn and 11:00 am or between 3:00 pm and sunset 

in order to take advantage of favorable lighting.  It is also recommended that the surveying of 

transects along more heavily traveled areas (such as a main trail) be planned so as to encounter 

minimal human disturbance.  Likewise, it is not recommended to survey heavily used areas on 

Sundays because the extensive human activity the previous day will have obscured much of the 

track and sign.  Significant rain, or other events which would likely have a significant negative 

impact on tracking conditions, within 24 hours preceding a scheduled transect survey requires 

cancellation of the scheduled survey.  Cancelled surveys should be rescheduled if at all possible.  

Determination of what constitutes significant negative impact is left up to the discretion of the 

transect leader, as they should be well aware of what affects their transect. 
 

 Data Collection:  Data will be collected on the attached form.  Forms should be filled out in 

ink at the time of the observation.  If filled out in pencil, a legible photocopy should be made 

and given to the data entry coordinator. 

 Additional Species:  If a tracking team would like to keep track of species that are not 

included on the regular SDTT Data Form, they may use the SDTT Additional Species Data 

Form. 

 Confidence:  It is assumed that the transect leader is at least 95% confident that the track or 

sign has been correctly identified.  If less than 95% confident, the evidence should not be 

recorded on the data sheet. 
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Explanation of the Track and Sign Data Sheet: 

 Transect Name---Record the name of the transect. 

 Transect Number—Record the numerical designation of each transect. 

 Trackers—List the first and last names of all members of the transect team on the first page, 

beginning with the transect leader. You may use initials on subsequent pages. If someone 

arrives late or must leave before the transect is complete, please note the time that person 

arrived and/or left. 

 Date—Record the date on which the observations were made. 

 Start and End Times—Record the time that the group left their vehicles and the time that they 

returned to them (even if they had to walk before arriving at the start of the transect). 

 Total Roundtrip Miles—Record approximate roundtrip mileage for the transect leader and all 

volunteers. (Actual miles driven, so count carpoolers only once.) 

 Page—Start with page 1 for each transect and add additional pages as necessary.  Be sure to 

start a new page for each transect.  (“Page 2 of 3” would indicate that three pages were used 

for this particular transect, and this was the second page.) 

Section—Write the number of the last checkpoint passed.  There may be many sections per 

data sheet page, but they must all be from the same transect. 
 

NOTE: Always use a check mark ( √ ) when recording observations. Hash marks ( | ), are 

used only in the section titled “Evidence”. 
 

 Comments—At the start of the transect, an opening comment should include a brief 

discussion of the temperature and weather at the time the transect is surveyed, unusual 

weather in the preceding week, disturbances in the area (such as unusual human activity or 

flooding).  For observation specific comments, check the comment box and write the section 

and observation number (i.e. 2-9 for observation 9 in section 2), with any necessary 

comments, on the reverse side of the data sheet.   Details about sightings, drawings, 

measurements, and any other pertinent information are also recorded as a comment.  

Additions to the general comment can be made at any time; simply precede the comment by 

the word “general.” 

 Species—Check one (and only one per column) of these boxes for the species which created 

the track or sign.  If the track or sign found can clearly be distinguished as made by different 

animals of the same species, make the appropriate number of hash marks for animals 

identified in the box.  Use separate columns for different species found at the same location. 

If possible, photograph any track or sign associated with a rare species.  Refer to Peterson’s 

Guide, training notes, or any other reference as necessary.  The Transect Leader is 

responsible for confirming all observations. 

 Evidence—Place hash marks in these boxes to designate which type of sign was found for 

this observation.  In the event that one observes multiple signs of a single species at a given 

location (such as both tracks and scat from the same animal) a separate column should be 

used for each sign.  If browse is observed on a plant, make a comment on the back of the 

sheet identifying the plant, if possible.  Browse on a different type of plant in the same 

location counts as a separate observation.  Browse on the same type of plant is counted as 

one observation (regardless of the number of bites) per 5 meter radius.  In order for the data 

forms to be easily readable, please do not make more hash marks in the box than can be 

counted; start a new column instead.  If preferred, a legible numeral may be written in the 

box in place of hash marks.  *Note:  If you need to write the numeral 11, always circle it to 
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make it distinguishable from two hash marks.  Only evidence that was not present on a 

previous survey should be recorded.  In order to avoid recording the same evidence on 

multiple surveys, it is recommended that evidence be marked or tampered with in an obvious 

fashion, if that evidence is likely to remain visible to the next survey.  Recommended 

methods are to crush, scatter or move scat off the trail, and scratch an X across tracks that are 

in deep mud. 

 Presence of—Check the boxes as necessary to indicate if sign from any of these other species 

was observed in the section.  Presence of only needs to be recorded once per section.  

Remember to look for presence of these species in each section of the transect.  Refer to 

training notes for identification of track or sign of these species. 

 Metadata—The medatada section of the data sheet should only be filled out once per section 

and should reflect the section as a whole.  Check the appropriate box to indicate if the section 

is being used by more than wildlife.  The first time a transect is surveyed each year, an 

Annual Metadata Survey form should be filled out and returned to the data entry coordinator. 

 High Use Area—If any area of a transect has received such high use by any wildlife species 

that the actual number of tracks or other sign cannot be readily counted, only countable 

tracks and sign should be recorded for that species in that area, and this box should be 

checked.  This box may also be checked if you see a lot of browse on a single type of plant 

within a 5 meter radius, as this will be marked as only one occurrence of browse on the data 

form. 

 Not Surveyable—In the event that part of a transect is not surveyable (flooded, overgrown, 

closed for construction, etc.) check this box for each affected section.  Use the comments 

section to describe why the section was not surveyable.  If only part of the section is affected, 

do not check this box; use the comments section instead. 

 No Observation Made—If a section is surveyed but no observations were made, check this 

box to indicate that the section was indeed surveyed. 

 Gross Disturbance – If any gross disturbance is observed in a section, check this box.  A 

written explanation of the disturbance should be listed as a comment on the back of the data 

sheet.  GPS coordinates of the disturbance are to be included as part of the comment.  The 

transect leader should report the disturbance by calling the number listed on the data sheet, so 

that it can be reported to the relevant authorities for corrective action.  If they choose, the 

transect leader may report the disturbance to the relevant authorities themselves, in which 

case the comments should reflect that the disturbance has been reported.  Gross disturbances 

are considered to be anything that has a significant impact on the habitat and appears to be 

unauthorized.  As examples, fire damage, cut fences, illicit trails and the dumping of large 

amounts of trash would be considered gross disturbances.  Grading, brushing or landscape 

alteration that appears to have been done by the proper authorities would not be considered a 

gross disturbance, although it should still be noted in the comments section.  
 

Responsibilities:   
Transect Leaders 

 Transect leaders should notify the volunteer coordinator, and any volunteers who have 

already signed up for the transect, if there are any changes in scheduling of a transect.   

 Transect leaders will contact each volunteer on their transect several days before the transect 

is surveyed. Confirm time and meeting point for the transect volunteers. 

 It is the responsibility of the transect leader to verify all information on the data sheets before 

they are submitted.  Any changes made by the transect leader should be initialed.   
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 Transect leaders should see to it that data forms are submitted to the data entry coordinator 

by the end of the survey period. 

 Transect leaders are responsible for keeping transect descriptions up to date, being careful to 

record the dates for all changes to the transect itself and to the surrounding landscape.  

Copies of all versions of all transect descriptions should be kept by the data entry 

coordinator. 
 

Volunteer Coordinator 

 The volunteer coordinator is responsible for keeping track of the scheduling of transects, 

transect leaders, and volunteers. 
 

Data Entry Coordinator 

 The data entry coordinator is responsible for collecting the data sheets from the transect 

leaders and transferring them to the person doing the data entry. 

 Data will be entered into a Microsoft Access database.   

 The data entry coordinator will be responsible for keeping backups of the database and the 

files containing data sheets, data analysis reports, historical documents relating to the wildlife 

surveys, transect descriptions, photographs, and other information about the transects.  
 

Education Committee 
 The education committee should oversee the training of all volunteers 
 

Wildlife Survey and Research Committee 

 The SDTT’s WS&R committee is responsible for maintenance of the wildlife survey 

protocol. 

 The WS&R committee oversees the Volunteer Coordinator and the Data Entry Coordinator.  

 The WS&R committee oversees the establishment of new transects, and the retirement of old 

transects.  

 The WS&R committee approves the addition of species to the SDTT Data Form, and the 

SDTT Additional Species Data Form, for inclusion in the wildlife survey database. 

 

Changes to the protocol: 

The following major changes (and a number of minor changes/clarifications) were made to the 

SDTT Wildlife Survey Protocol and datasheet effective March 1, 2014. 

1. Added dig to Claw marks line of Evidence section on datasheet. 

2. Added dust bath to Rub line of Evidence section on datasheet. 

3. Added nest to Den/bed/lay line of Evidence section on datasheet. 

4. Added heard to Sighting marks line of Evidence section on datasheet. 

5. Under Transects: changed wording about significant rain to reflect that this requires 

cancellation of survey (rather than rescheduling) and that the survey should be 

rescheduled if possible.  Also added clarification that it is the transect leader who 

determines what constitutes significant rain. 

6. Under Evidence, changed wording about not writing the numeral 11 in Evidence section 

of datasheet to circling the numeral 11 if written. 

7. Under Evidence, added recommendations for marking sign so as not to count it again on 

the next survey. 
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8. Under Presence of, clarified that this only needs to be marked once per section. 

9. Under Metadata, removed regularly (not just occasionally) from the sentence, Check 

the appropriate box to indicate if the section is being used regularly (not just 

occasionally) by the more than wildlife. 

10. Under High Use Area, added clarification that this applies to all sign, not just tracks, and 

added wording clarifying how to apply it to browse. 

11. Under Gross Disturbance, noted that transect leaders may report this to the relevant 

authorities themselves and clarified what constitutes a gross disturbance. 

12.  Under Responsibilities:  Transect leaders, added wording that transect leaders should 

also notify volunteers signed up for their transect of any scheduling changes. 

 

Track & Sign Documentation 

Tracks:  Document a track only when it is clearly identifiable, beyond any reasonable doubt. 

Your conclusion as to what animal left the track must be defensible, consistent with currently 

existing, recognized literature, and all transect participants should be in agreement. Obtain 

confirming data if the track is distorted to the point of being questionable as to which species left 

it. Confirm by trailing or backtracking several meters until a clear print is found. The presence of 

positively identified scat, browse or other sign left by the same species can be used to support 

your conclusion however, other sign alone is not sufficient to declare positive identification of a 

track. The track must be identified on the basis of its own features. Due to the training and 

experience level of the transect leader, he/she will make the final decision as to what animal left 

the track. If unable to come to a clearly defensible conclusion, do not document. When a series 

of tracks are encountered, i.e. a line of deer tracks down a trail, it should be counted as one 

individual animal. If the tracks disappear, but another line of tracks appear more than 5 meters 

further down the trail, mark them as another individual unless the tracks can be positively 

identified as belonging to the same individual recorded earlier. 

 

Scat:  Scat must be positively identified as that of a particular species. As with tracks, your 

conclusion must be defensible, consistent with currently existing, recognized literature, and all 

transect participants should be in agreement. After an examination of the scat as presented, a 

dissection should be conducted to ascertain diet, which may be used to confirm or refute the 

initial impression. Tracks, sightings, and other sign observed in the area may be used to support 

your conclusion, but the scat must be identified on the basis of its own features unless you 

witnessed the animal defecating. Due to the training and experience level of the transect leader, 

he/she will make the final decision as to what animal left the scat. If unable to come to a clearly 

defensible conclusion, do not document. 

 

Other sign:  All other documented sign must be clearly animal caused, i.e. in the case of browse, 

not weed whacker induced. Your conclusion as to what animal left the sign must be defensible, 

consistent with currently existing, recognized literature, and all transect participants must be in 

agreement. 

 

In all cases of track and sign documentation, the transect leader is the final arbiter based on 

his/her experience. It is the transect leader's responsibility to stay in practice so that he/she will 

remain competent with regard to both track and sign identification and proper documentation. 
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Observation Number         1     2      3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20 

Section #                     

Comment                     

Species             Bobcat                     

Coyote                     

Gray fox                     

Mule deer                     

Opossum                     

Raccoon                     

Striped skunk                     

Woodrat                     

Badger                     

Bighorn sheep                     

Black bear                     

Black-tailed jack rabbit                     

Burrowing owl                     

Cougar                     

Kit fox                     

Long-tailed weasel                     

Ringtail                     

Roadrunner                     

Spotted skunk                     

Kangaroo rat                     

Evidence           Tracks                     

                           Scat                     

Browse (name plant)                     

Claw marks/dig                     

Rub/dust bath                     

Den/nest/bed/lay                     

Fur/hair/feathers                     

Evidence of predation by                     

Cache of prey                     

Carcass of                     

Sighting/heard                     

Presence of Cottontails                     

Ground squirrels                     

Small rodents                     

Metadata  Use by Dogs                     

Use by Hikers                     

Use by Horses                     

Use by Bikers                     

Use by Motor Vehicles                     

Use by Squatters                     

High Use Area                     

Section Not Surveyable                     

No Observations Made                     
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Comments Page: 

 

Your general comments for the transect, (including initial start comments), should note weather 

conditions and temperature for that day, plus any noteworthy weather conditions in the time 

period since the last survey. (Example: no rain for six weeks or rained two weeks ago). Note also 

any particular disturbances on the transect itself. Comments about fire, off-road vehicular 

activity, construction, non-native invasive plants should be noted.  

 

When writing up an Observation (does not include general comments) always reference the 

Observation Number from the top of the other side of the form. When Evidence is “browse”, 

please attempt to identify the plant and record either the plant or “unknown” as an Observation. 
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Appendix B: Section Coordinates 
 

Calavera Hills Wildlife Movement Study 

 

 

 

Section 1-College Blvd trailhead-100 yds 

 

 Start_N33.16811 W117.29505 End_N33.16672 W117.29275 

 

Section 2-College Blvd to the camera 

 

 Start_N33.16913 W117.29517 End_N33.16917 W 117.29706 

 

Section 3-Camera to Harwich 

 

 Start_N33.16917 W117.29706  End_N33.16900 W117.29867 

 

Section 4-Harwich (west side) along the road (light pole to light pole) 

 

 Start_N33.16861 W117.29903 End_N33.16972 W117.29910 

 

Section 5-Tamarack (east side) along the road (light pole at Carlsbad Village Drive to 

yellow school sign) 

 

 Start_N33.16749 W117.30062 End_N33.16973 W117.30259 

 

 Section 6-trail by the school (start across the street from yellow school sign) 

 

 Start_N33.16961 W117.30268 End_N33.16956 W117.30602 
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Appendix C: Study Area Photos 
 

Section 1: College Blvd. Trailhead to +/- 100 yards 
 

 
 Trailhead east toward Preserve Calavera     Open space at College Blvd 
 

 
Presumed crossing spot on College Blvd       Entry point/start of Section 2 (yellow arrow) 
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Section 2 & 3: Between College Blvd. and Glasgow/Harwich Drive 

 

 
    West side of Sec. 3 toward Sec. 2                       West side of Sec. 3 toward Sec. 4 
 

 
Section 4: West side of Glasgow/Harwich Drive 

 

 
     Sec. 4                                                           West from Sec. 4 toward Sec. 5 
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Section 5: East side of Tamarack 

 

  
              Sec. 5 toward Carlsbad Vlg Dr.                          Canyon finger toward Milford Pl. 
 
 

 

 
                               East from Sec. 5, steep brushy canyon toward Sec. 4 
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Section 6: Tamarack, Village H North Trail 
 

 
         Hope Elementary Trailhead                               Downhill (west) of trailhead 
 

 
         Toward connection to Open Space,                   Dirt area across from Sec. 5 looking 
         Calavera Hills/Robertson Ranch                        from trailhead 
 
 


